
SEC. 11,9 Fourier Transform. Discrete and Fast Fourier Transforms
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Find the Fourier transform of fix> without usine Table

Ill in Sec. I 1.10. Shoss details.
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12. Find . ftxtt for [Lit re’ if x > 0. [(xi 0 it

v K 0. by t9i in the te\t and formula 5 in Table III
(ss ith a I >. Hint. Consider se’ and e’.

13. Obtain .Tt 2> from Table Ill.

14. In Table III obtain formula 7 from formula S.

15. In Table III obtain formula I from formula 2.

16. TEAM PROJECT. Shifting (a) Show that if f(x)
has a Fourier transfoi in. sooes f(x a). and
fr {f(i a) } ea.J ([(i)).

(b) Using (a). obtain formula I in Table III. Sec. 11.10,
from formula 2.

(C) Shifting on the wAxis. Show that if f(w) is the

Fourier transform of/Li ). then f (ii a) is the Fourier

transform of 0f>•)

(dl Using tc obtain formula 7 in Table Ill 1mm I and
formula 8 from 2.

17. What could gis e OL1 the idea to sols e Prob. 11 b\ using

the solution of Prob. 9 and formula (9) in the te’st7
VouId this is ark?
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18. Verify the calculations in Example 4 of the text.

19. Find the transform of a general signal
1T of four values.

20. Find the ins erse matrix in Example 4 of the text and
use it to recover the given signal.

21. Find the transform (the frequency speetruint of a
general signal of two s alues [f

jT

22. Recreate the gis en signal in Prob. 21 from the

frequenc spectrum obtained.

23. Show that for a signal of eight sample values.

w = e = tl — it \z2. Check hx squaring.

24. Write the Fourier matrix F for a sample of eight values

explicitly.

25. CAS Problem. Calculate the inverse of the 8 8
Fourier matrix. Transfornt a general sample of eight
values and transform it back to the given data.


